Tennis Match Results
Colorado College vs Schreiner University
Apr 27, 2014 at San Antonio, TX
(Trinity University)

Colorado College 5, Schreiner University 1

**Singles competition**
1. Jason Gutierrez (CCM) def. Austin Carrola (SCHUM) 6-2, 6-1
2. Levi Kimmel (CCM) def. Stephen Rogers (SCHUM) 6-0, 6-0
3. Jack Burger (CCM) def. Josh Ramirez (SCHUM) 6-1, 6-2
4. Casey Shaw (CCM) vs. Brice Conoly (SCHUM) no result
5. Taylor Delehanty (CCM) vs. Christian Casillas (SCHUM) no result
6. Ross Sherman (CCM) vs. Teg Lozano (SCHUM) no result

**Doubles competition**
1. Jack Burger/Levi Kimmel (CCM) def. Austin Carrola/Stephen Rogers (SCHUM) 8-4
2. Casey Shaw/Jason Gutierrez (CCM) def. Brice Conoly/Teg Lozano (SCHUM) 8-4
3. Christian Casillas/Josh Ramirez (SCHUM) def. Taylor Delehanty/Ross Sherman (CCM) 9-8 (7-5)

Match Notes: